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Assumptions...
Data is structured as tables 
(rows and columns) or as triples 
(subject–predicate–object)
Data (and the analysis) is to be 
shared with your community
Three big ideas in STEM data 
management:
Reproducibility requires scripted 
pipelines
Data reuse requires metadata 
and documentation
Data integration requires use of 
standards
Datasets have issues.
People producing and using 
data have issues.
Datasets have issues.
People producing and using 
data have issues.
Can this data analysis be reproduced?
Can I get the dataset used in this analysis?
Is this the dataset used in the analysis?
What is the meaning of the column names in 
this dataset?
Datasets have issues.
People producing and using 
data have issues.
Who created this dataset? When?
How do I cite this dataset?
Can I do anything I want with this dataset?
Does this thing in this dataset mean the 
same as that thing in that other dataset?
Reproducible pipelines for data 
analysis address some of these 
issues 
- the data
- the analysis
- the software
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.... and the publication
The goal of the FAIR data 
management principles 
is for data to become “first class” 
assets 
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A accessible
I  interoperable
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The FAIR data management 
principles... 
emphasize the importance of 
metadata
should enable both FAIR use by  
both humans and machines
are broadly applicable to  
“research objects”
To be Findable:
F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally 
unique	and	persistent	identifier
F2. data are described with rich metadata 
F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include 
the	identifier	of	the	data	it	describes
F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in 
a searchable resource
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F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally 
unique	and	persistent	identifier
F2. data are described with rich metadata 
F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include 
the	identifier	of	the	data	it	describes
F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in 
a searchable resource
doi.org
datacite.org
figshare.com
datasetsearch.research.google.com
To be Accessible:
A1. (meta)data are retrievable by 
their	identifier	using	a	standardized	
communications protocol
A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and 
universally implementable
A1.2 the protocol allows for an 
authentication and authorization 
procedure, where necessary
A2. metadata are accessible, even when the 
data are no longer available
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“A scholarly citation roadmap for scholarly data repositories”     
Scientific	Data	(2019)	Fenner	et	al.			DOI:	10.1038/s41597-019-0031-8

To be Interoperable:
I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, 
shared, and broadly applicable language for 
knowledge representation.
I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow 
FAIR principles
I3.	(meta)data	include	qualified	references	
to other (meta)data
To be Interoperable:
I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, 
shared, and broadly applicable language for 
knowledge representation.
I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow 
FAIR principles
I3.	(meta)data	include	qualified	references	
to other (meta)data
obofoundry.org
bioportal.bioontology.org
fairsharing.org
To be Reusable:
R1. meta(data) are richly described with a 
plurality of accurate and relevant attributes
R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear 
and accessible data usage license
R1.2. (meta)data are associated with 
detailed provenance
R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant 
community standards
ddialliance.org
w3c.org/TR/prov-overview
creativecommons.org
FAIR data management 
principles 
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Learn more...
“The	FAIR	Guiding	Principles	for	scientific	data	management	and	
stewardship”
Scientific	Data	(2016)	Wilkinson	et	al.
DOI:	10.1038/sdata.2016.18
“A design framework and exemplar metrics for FAIRness”
Scientific	Data	(2018)	Wilkinson	et	al.
DOI:	10.1038/sdata.2018.118
“A scholarly citation roadmap for scholarly data repositories”     
Scientific	Data	(2019)	Fenner	et	al.	
DOI:	10.1038/s41597-019-0031-8
